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The formation mechanisms of epitaxial GaN nanowires grown within a self-induced approach by molecularbeam epitaxy have been investigated at the onset of the nucleation process by combining in situ reflection
high-energy electron-diffraction measurements and ex situ high-resolution transmission electron microscopy
imaging. It is shown that the self-induced growth of GaN nanowires on the AlN buffer layer is initially
governed by the nucleation of dislocation-free coherent islands. These coherent islands develop through a
series of shape transitions from spherical caps through truncated to full pyramids in order to elastically relieve
the lattice-mismatch-induced strain. A strong correlation between the subsequent process of plastic relaxation
and the final shape transition from full pyramids toward the very first nanowires is found. The experimental
critical radius at which the misfit dislocation nucleates is in very good agreement with the theoretical critical
radius for the formation of the misfit dislocation in full pyramids, showing that the plastic relaxation process
does take place within full pyramids: this critical size corresponds to the initial radius of the very first
nanowires. We associate the plastic relaxation of the lattice-mismatch-induced strain occurring within full
pyramids with a drastic change in their total free energy: this gives rise to a driving force for the shape
transition toward the very first nanowires, which is mainly due to the anisotropy of surface energy.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.81.085310
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I. INTRODUCTION

Semiconductor nanowires 共NWs兲 have received in the last
decade increasing basic and technological interest. On the
one hand, their high aspect ratio in the nanoscale dimensions
gives rise to novel physical processes and remarkable
properties.1 On the other hand, their suitable compatibility
with silicon-based technology without the use of advanced
lithography is very promising since it opens the way to a
wide variety of potential nanodevice applications.2–5 Up to
now, the most famous way to induce the formation of NWs is
the well-known vapor-liquid-solid mechanism, for which a
catalyst, typically gold droplets, is used.6 Several growth
models have been developed to account for the catalystinduced approach: most of them consider gold droplets as
collectors for the different species and NW growth becoming
prevalent when supersaturation in these droplets is
reached.7,8 The catalyst-induced growth thus supplies highly
dense ensembles of well-separated NWs with a homogeneous radius strongly governed by the gold droplet size.
Nevertheless, recent papers have pointed out that the NW
contamination by the catalyst considerably limits their structural and optical quality.9–11
Increasing efforts have therefore been dedicated to the
understanding and control of catalyst-free NW growth
through the oxide-assisted, template-assisted, selective-area
or self-induced approach, for example.12 The latter has the
advantage that it does not involve any foreign material at all.
This approach commonly employs specific growth conditions, which are often opposite to the growth conditions of
two-dimensional 共2D兲 layers of the same material: a highly
nitrogen-rich vapor phase is required for the self-induced
growth of GaN NWs by plasma-assisted molecular-beam epitaxy 共PAMBE兲 and often combined with a high growth
temperature.13–16 However, very few basic works have been
1098-0121/2010/81共8兲/085310共10兲

devoted to investigate the physical mechanisms that can account for the self-induced growth and especially for the specific nucleation processes.17–21 In the following, we focus on
the GaN/AlN material system: although the majority of the
physical aspects depends on the material system considered,
some findings discussed here can be applied to other closely
related material systems, in particular, belonging to the III/V
and II/VI semiconductor groups.
It was early proposed that the formation of gallium droplets could be responsible for GaN NW growth by PAMBE,
similarly to the catalyst-induced growth, but the presence of
these assumed droplets has never been confirmed.22,23 It was
also mentioned that different diffusion lengths or different
sticking coefficients on the involved GaN facets could account for the self-induced NW growth: a larger diffusion
length or a smaller sticking coefficient were proposed for
gallium adatoms on the 兵11̄00其 planes of vertical sidewalls as
compared to gallium adatoms on the 兵0001其 plane of the top
facet.24,25 Lymperakis et al.26 recently showed by firstprinciples calculations a strong in-plane anisotropy of the
diffusion barriers on nonpolar GaN surfaces for gallium adatoms, revealing that the single diffusion-induced mechanism
operates but is not enough to completely account for the
self-induced NW growth. Therefore, Foxon et al.27 also suggested that geometric effects in the MBE chamber could play
a non-negligible role. Nevertheless, the last mechanisms are
based on the prerequisite that the very first NWs have already nucleated and cannot account for their formation. For
the self-induced approach, a clear distinction is necessary
between the nucleation phase, which defines the position
and, presumably, the radius of NWs, and the subsequent
growth phase, resulting in a lengthening of the NW nuclei.
Songmuang et al.17 mentioned that GaN three-dimensional
共3D兲 islands are formed according to an assumed initial
Stranski-Krastanov mechanism and could act as a seed for
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the subsequent growth of GaN NWs at their top. Calarco et
al.18 also stressed the fact that the nucleation process is kinetically slow and could be defined as the process during
which the GaN NW density increases before reaching a
maximum. The aim of this paper is to cast a new light concerning the nucleation mechanisms occurring during the selfinduced growth of epitaxial GaN NWs, which give rise to the
very first NWs, and especially to focus on their relationship
with the plastic relaxation process.
In this paper, we study the nucleation process of GaN
NWs by combining in situ reflection high-energy electrondiffraction 共RHEED兲 measurements and ex situ highresolution transmission electron microscopy 共HRTEM兲 imaging. It is shown that the self-induced growth of GaN NWs
on the AlN buffer layer occurs through the initial formation
of dislocation-free coherent spherical-cap-shaped islands at
the onset of the nucleation process: subsequently, these islands exhibit successive shape transitions, which aim at relieving the lattice-mismatch induced strain and at minimizing
their total free energy per unit volume. A strong correlation
between the plastic relaxation process occurring within fullpyramid-shaped islands and the subsequent shape transition
toward the very first NWs is found. The experimental critical
radius, which is required to nucleate the misfit dislocations
within such nanostructures, is compared to the predicted radii obtained from theoretical approaches given by Tillmann
and Förster28 and Glas,29 which describe the misfit dislocation formation in pyramid-shaped islands and NWs, respectively. Interestingly, such a critical size can directly be related to the initial radius of the very first NWs. Furthermore,
simple thermodynamic considerations are taken into account
to illustrate the pronounced change in the total free energy of
full-pyramid-shaped islands induced by their complete relaxation and to highlight the driving force for the shape transition toward the very first NWs.
II. EXPERIMENT
A. Self-induced NW growth conditions

All samples were grown on Si共111兲 substrates by radiofrequency PAMBE. The active atomic nitrogen and gallium
atoms were supplied by a plasma source operating at 500 W
power with 2 sccm flux and by a thermal effusion cell, respectively. Prior to the GaN NW growth, a 5-nm-thick AlN
buffer layer was deposited on the Si共111兲 substrate in order
to ensure an epitaxial relation with the GaN NWs: the aluminum atoms were accumulated on the substrate surface at
800 ° C and then exposed to the active atomic nitrogen flux
for 5 min to induce a nitridation process. The resulting AlN
buffer layer is completely relaxed, as revealed by x-ray diffraction measurements. GaN NWs were eventually grown at
a high substrate temperature of 800 ° C under highly
nitrogen-rich conditions. The nominal gallium 共nitrogen兲 flux
corresponding to the growth rate of GaN planar layer deposited on a SiC共111兲 substrate under nitrogen-rich 共galliumrich兲 conditions was first determined so as to assess the V/III
ratio, which equals 10. All samples were continuously rotated in order to ensure the flux and temperature homogeneity on the surface.

FIG. 1. Typical RHEED patterns of 共a兲 the AlN buffer layer 共2
min兲, 共b兲 the GaN pyramid-shaped island at the onset of the nucleation process 共10 min兲, and 共c兲 the GaN NWs 共17 min兲. The rectangular areas depicted by dashed and dotted white lines are used.
The former area yields the AlN streak intensity, whereas the latter
area yields its sum with the GaN spot intensity as growth proceeds.
B. Structural analysis

In situ RHEED measurements were performed during the
entire growth process along the 关112̄0兴 azimuth using an
electron gun operating with a 2 A filament current and 20 kV
acceleration voltage. The incident-beam angle with the
sample was 3°. A programmable motor was used to stop the
rotation with high reproducibility at a precisely defined position in order to record one RHEED pattern every 20 seconds. Three typical RHEED patterns collected on the sample
at different growth durations are represented in Fig. 1. The
presence of a smooth AlN buffer layer on the Si共111兲 substrate leads to a streaky 共1 ⫻ 1兲 2D reflection pattern, as
shown in Fig. 1共a兲. In contrast, the nucleation of GaN islands
is characterized by a spotty 3D transmission pattern. The
lateral positions of the GaN spots and AlN streaks are very
close as seen in Fig. 1共b兲 since the lattice mismatch between
AlN and GaN is 2.41%.30 As growth proceeds, the RHEED
images undergo a transition from streaky 2D reflection to
spotty 3D transmission patterns, as represented in Fig. 1.
In the following, the RHEED intensity of the AlN streaks
and of its sum with the GaN spots was determined by monitoring in situ the different contributions coming from diffraction. Accordingly, two sets of analysis regions with given
positions and fixed surface areas were selected in each
RHEED pattern, as depicted by the dashed and dotted white
rectangles in Fig. 1共b兲. The evolution of the AlN streak intensity and of its sum with the GaN spot intensity was then
assessed as follows: a Gaussian fit procedure was first carried
out and the intensity of the AlN streaks and of its sum with
the GaN spots was second determined by summing the overall area under each Gaussian fit. We define in the following
the overall intensity as the sum of the AlN streak intensity
with the GaN spot intensity. We point out that the GaN spot
intensity cannot be measured separately from the AlN streak
intensity within such an analysis procedure.
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In order to combine these RHEED measurements with a
microstructural analysis, cross-sectional TEM specimens
from dedicated samples grown at different durations of 4.5,
6, 9, 10, 12, and 15 min were prepared by mechanical lapping and polishing, followed by argon-ion milling according
to standard techniques. HRTEM imaging and selected-area
electron-diffraction 共SAED兲 patterns were achieved with a
JEOL 3010 microscope operating at 300 kV so as to image
the morphology and orientation of GaN islands and NWs as
growth proceeds.
III. RESULTS
A. Nucleation process at the very early stages
of self-induced NW growth

The evolution of the two distinct RHEED intensities are
presented in Fig. 2. The insets represent simple sketches of
the GaN island morphology, as obtained by HRTEM images
taken on dedicated samples grown at different durations in
Fig. 3. From the evolution of the two distinct RHEED intensities, the nucleation process can be divided into six distinct
stages:

(a)

1. Stage (I)

As growth starts 共i.e., the gallium shutter is opened兲, the
AlN streak intensity continuously decreases for 3.5 min, as
shown in Fig. 2共a兲. In this stage, no 3D transmission spot
belonging to GaN is observed on the RHEED patterns, accounting for the identical decrease in the overall intensity in
Fig. 2共b兲. Gallium atoms adsorb onto the AlN buffer layer,
freely diffuse, desorb, or aggregate with other atoms to form
GaN 2D metastable nuclei.31 As these surface processes result in a progressive surface coverage of the AlN buffer
layer, the decrease in the AlN streak intensity is continuous
and induced by diffuse scattering processes. The AlN streak
intensity in stage 共I兲 is thus considered as a direct measurement of the AlN surface coverage by gallium adatoms and
2D GaN nuclei. The continuous decrease is also consistent
with the absence of the formation of a complete continuous
2D wetting layer, as discussed below.

(b)

2. Stage (II)

FIG. 2. Evolution of the RHEED intensity 共a兲 of AlN streaks
and 共b兲 of its sum with the GaN spot intensity as growth proceeds,
according to the rectangular areas depicted in Fig. 1. The insets
represent simple sketches of GaN island shape, as observed by HRTEM images in Fig. 3 collected on dedicated samples. Six distinct
stages are distinguished within such an analysis. The two consecutive regions involving elastic and plastic relaxation processes are
deduced from Fig. 4.

The start of stage 共II兲 after a growth time of about 3.5 min
is marked by an increase in the overall intensity in Fig. 2共b兲.
This growth time corresponds to the occurrence of the first
3D transmission spots belonging to GaN on the RHEED patterns: this delay can be defined as an incubation time, which
is required to form first GaN 3D stable nuclei.31 The incubation time is expected to strongly depend on the growth temperature since the formation of critical 3D nuclei is mainly
governed by the interplay between the processes of adsorption, desorption, and surface diffusion of gallium and nitrogen adatoms. Indeed, we point out that the growth is
achieved at a high substrate temperature of 800 ° C, which
induces a significant gallium desorption process. Interestingly, the AlN streak intensity still decreases continuously
and drastically but with a less pronounced slope from this
incubation time until a growth time of 8 min. A typical HR-

TEM image of a GaN 3D nucleus is shown in Fig. 3共a兲:
spherical-cap-shaped islands with a radius of 2 nm and a
height of 1 nm are formed on the surface upon the onset of
the nucleation process. As growth proceeds, the density of
spherical caps continuously increases: these islands cover
more and more surface of the AlN buffer layer, which can
account for the abrupt decrease in the AlN streak intensity.
Island coarsening could also contribute to the decrease in the
AlN streak intensity, as growing islands also cover more and
more surface, but this effect is expected to be much less
pronounced. Interestingly, no sign for the presence of a complete continuous 2D wetting layer is observed by HRTEM
images neither during the stage 共I兲 nor during the stage 共II兲
关see the inset of Fig. 3共a兲兴. The absence of a wetting layer,
for which the presence is widely mentioned for the growth of
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shape transition during this stage from truncated pyramids
with 兵11̄0L其 lateral facets to truncated pyramids with 兵11̄03其
side facets. It is remarkable that the two shape transitions
during this stage results in steeper side facets, thus approaching the NW morphology.
3. Stage (III)

FIG. 3. HRTEM images collected on dedicated samples grown
during 4.5, 6, 9, 10, and 15 min, revealing the following respective
GaN island shapes at the onset of the nucleation process: 共a兲
spherical-cap-shaped island with an inset representing a high magnification of the first AlN monolayers at the interface, 共b兲 truncatedpyramid-shaped island, 共c兲 full-pyramid-shaped island, and 共d兲 NW.
The pyramid-shaped island and NW are hexahedral: the fullpyramid-shaped island presents a facet angle of 32° with respect to
the 兵0001其 plane, suggesting that the 兵11̄03其 side facet is involved.
All the island shapes are outlined for the sake of clarity.

GaN quantum dots 共QDs兲 on the AlN buffer layer,32,33 could
arise from the different conditions used for the growth of
GaN NWs. We also point out that the presence of a wetting
layer has already been evidenced for the self-induced growth
of GaN NWs but on different substrates.20 Furthermore, an
example among all the collected HRTEM images is shown in
Fig. 3共b兲 and reveals the presence of truncated pyramidshaped islands. GaN islands thus undergo a shape transition
from spherical caps to truncated pyramids during this stage.
The formation of 兵0001其 top facets 共i.e., c plane兲 and of the
lateral facets aims at elastically relieving the latticemismatch-induced strain: the total free energy per unit volume of each island is reduced by decreasing the stored elastic
strain energy more than increasing the surface energy
through the newly formed surfaces.34,35 The nature of the
lateral facets in truncated pyramids also changes. A very minority of small truncated pyramids presents a lateral facet
angle smaller than 25° with respect to the 兵0001其 plane, suggesting that the 兵11̄0L其 side facets are involved. In contrast,
most of truncated pyramids have larger dimensions and
present a lateral facet angle of about 32° with respect to the
兵0001其 plane, indicating that the 兵11̄03其 side facets are
formed. The presence of these facets has already been mentioned for the growth of GaN QDs on the AlN buffer layer
during a Stranski-Krastanov mechanism and has been attributed to their possibly small surface energy.36,37 These experimental observations suggest that GaN islands undergo a new

The start of stage 共III兲 after a growth time of 8 min is
characterized by an abrupt change in the evolution of the
AlN streak intensity: the intensity stops decreasing so as to
reach a plateau around this growth time. The saturation of
the AlN streak intensity reveals that the island density also
saturates and remains constant for a longer growth duration.
The growth time necessary to reach this plateau thus corresponds to a similar nucleation time as defined by Calarco et
al.,18 but in the case of islands instead of NWs. In contrast,
the overall intensity keeps on increasing, as shown in Fig.
2共b兲. Furthermore, an example among all the collected HRTEM images is shown in Fig. 3共c兲 and reveals the presence
of full pyramid-shaped islands with larger dimensions compared to the sizes of truncated pyramids. GaN islands thus
undergo a new shape transition from truncated to full pyramids during this stage. This shape transition suggests that the
兵0001其 top facet shrinks as growth proceeds and is replaced
by the 兵11̄03其 lateral facets. Several theoretical approaches
account for the preferential pyramidlike shape in the QD
growth and in particular for the shape transition from truncated to full pyramids. Such approaches are again based on
the minimization of the total free energy per unit volume to
predict the preferred island shape, as discussed above.38,39
Interestingly, the spherical caps, truncated and full pyramids
shown in Fig. 3 are coherent, namely, dislocation free. The
shape evolution during the stages 共I兲, 共II兲, and 共III兲 thus governs the elastic relaxation process. It is expected that each
consecutive predominant island shape is associated with a
certain level of increasing strain relaxation.40
4. Stage (IV)

Subsequently, the stage 共IV兲 starts with the plastic relaxation process occurring between growth times of 11.5 and
12.5 min. The dislocation nucleation becomes predominant
and induces an abrupt strain relaxation toward a completely
relieved state. Interestingly, the plastic relaxation occurs at
the end of the plateau for the AlN streak intensity, as depicted by the hatched region in Fig. 2共a兲. The overall intensity also lightly saturates upon the plastic relaxation process
as shown in Fig. 2共b兲, revealing that such a process directly
affects the growth mechanisms. An example among all the
collected HRTEM images is shown in Fig. 3共d兲 and reveals
the presence of NW-shaped islands: the existence of the
兵0001其 top facet is evidenced together with vertical sidewalls, which are consistent with the presence of 兵11̄00其
planes 共i.e., m planes兲 as typically reported in the literature.19
GaN islands thus undergo a new shape transition from full
pyramids to NWs, which is concomitant with the plastic relaxation process, as discussed in details in the following.
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5. Stage (V)

The start of stage 共V兲 is revealed by the rapid decrease in
the AlN streak intensity after a growth time of 12.5 min,
especially once the plastic relaxation process has been completed. Its sum with the GaN spot intensity, namely, mainly
the single GaN spot intensity here, increases again at the
same time. We point out that the total growth rate of dislocated islands is higher than the growth rate of dislocationfree coherent islands, as theoretically predicted and experimentally observed for the growth of germanium islands on
vicinal Si共100兲 substrates.41,42 Such an increase in the GaN
spot intensity could thus be more related to a significant
difference in the growth kinetics induced by the plastic relaxation process rather than to a variation in the NW density.
Consequently, the NW height rapidly increases due to the
preferential axial growth along the 关0001兴 direction compared to the radial growth along the 关11̄00兴 direction, which
is expected to result in more intense 3D transmission spots
belonging to GaN. Simultaneously, shadowing processes prevent the surface of the AlN buffer layer from being probed
by the electron beam, resulting in the vanishing of the AlN
streak intensity.

(a)

6. Stage (VI)

The stage 共VI兲 is defined by the constancy of the main
final features of the RHEED patterns after a growth time of
16 min, as NW growth proceeds. The electron beam probes
only the NW top region, whose crystallographic structure
does not change, without reaching the AlN buffer layer. This
feature leads to the vanishing of the AlN streak intensity and
the constancy of the GaN spot intensity. The eventual nucleation of new small islands would not be detected by RHEED
measurements in stage 共VI兲, which could account for the
longer nucleation time obtained by Calarco et al.,18 from ex
situ electron microscopy measurements of the NW density
for different growth durations.
In this section, we have shown that the nucleation mechanisms involved in the self-induced growth of epitaxial GaN
NWs retains some similarities with the processes at work in
the growth of GaN QDs, although such a series of successive
shapes has not been shown explicitly: however, our experimental evidence indicate that GaN nucleates coherently
strained on the AlN buffer layer as spherical caps, before a
complete continuous 2D wetting layer has been formed. In
fact, no sign for the presence of a GaN wetting layer is
observed from HRTEM images. Eventually, the nucleation of
self-induced GaN NWs strongly differs from the growth of
GaN QDs in the subsequent plastic relaxation process: instead of island coarsening and further coalescence as observed for the QD growth, the plastic relaxation process results in the formation of the very first GaN NWs and can
therefore be considered as the crucial step in the self-induced
approach. We focus in the following on the final shape transition from full pyramids toward the very first NWs and
especially on its strong relationship with the plastic relaxation process.

(b)
FIG. 4. 共a兲 Height h as a function of radius r0 obtained from
HRTEM images for the different GaN island shapes. The dashed
line corresponds to the experimental critical radius r0,c determined
for the occurrence of plastic relaxation. 共b兲 Radius r0 as a function
of aspect ratio p = h / r0 obtained from HRTEM images of fullpyramid-shaped islands. The gray color region corresponds to the
critical radius r0,c predicted by the approach given by Tillmann and
Förster from Eq. 共1兲 with 0 = 2.41%, b = a = 3.189 Å, and  = 90°
for one pure-edge dislocation, AlN = 142.2 GPa 共solid line: 
= 0.203 and GaN = 127.8 GPa from Ref. 45; dashed line: 
= 0.353 and GaN = 64.9 GPa from Ref. 46兲.
B. The role of plastic relaxation process in the final shape
transition toward the NW morphology
1. Direct evidence of the relationship between the final shape
transition and plastic relaxation

The specific features of islands were systematically determined from HRTEM images recorded on dedicated samples
grown at different durations: their shape, their height h, and
radius r0, as well as their relaxation mode 共elastic or plastic兲
were carefully investigated. The experimental data are shown
in Fig. 4共a兲.
First of all, we point out that the experimental observation
of islands with various sizes on the same sample can result in
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the overlap of two consecutive distinct shapes for a similar
growth duration, as represented in the stages 共II兲 and 共III兲 in
Fig. 2. This feature is consistent with a long nucleation phase
during which new islands form, as previously discussed.
Nevertheless, it is clearly revealed in Fig. 4共a兲 that each island shape corresponds to a specific range of sizes. In other
words, each island shape has unique typical dimensions,
which are peculiar to it. The successive evolution of the island shape from spherical caps through truncated and full
pyramids eventually to NWs with increasing their sizes,
namely, with rising the growth duration, as discussed in the
last section is thus confirmed in Fig. 4共a兲.
Second, two distinct regions driven either by elastic or
plastic relaxation are distinguished. The elastic-relaxationdriven region, namely, the coherency region, is only composed of spherical caps, truncated and full pyramids, as indicated by the filled icons in Fig. 4共a兲. The evolution of the
island shape in this region aims at minimizing their total free
energy per unit volume by elastically relieving the latticemismatched-induced strain and accordingly by reducing their
stored elastic strain energy, as previously discussed. In contrast, the plastic-relaxation-driven region only involves one
full pyramid and all NWs, as revealed by the nonfilled icons
in Fig. 4共a兲. As a consequence, the growth mechanism for the
formation of the very first NWs is strongly related to the
plastic relaxation process: a critical radius of about 13–14
nm is experimentally deduced in Fig. 4共a兲, at which the plastic relaxation process occurs and the very first NWs are
formed. This experimental radius obviously differs from the
critical radius of 3.5 nm, as obtained for the self-induced
growth of GaN NWs on the Si共111兲 substrate.20 Furthermore,
since all full pyramids have identical 兵11̄03其 side facets characterized by an angle of 32° with respect to the 兵0001其 plane,
their height h and radius r0 are correlated: a constant aspect
ratio p = h / r0 corresponding to tan共32°兲 = 0.62 is determined.
Only a small domain of the elastic-relaxation-driven region
is therefore explored by the size range of full pyramids, as
indicated by the two delineating straight lines in Fig. 4共a兲.
Interestingly, since the axial growth rate of NWs is much
higher than their radial growth rate, NWs longitudinally
grow faster. This feature also yields a small-explored domain
of the plastic-relaxation-driven region, as represented by the
gray color region in Fig. 4共a兲. In other words, the initial
radius of self-induced epitaxial GaN NWs is explicitly defined here by such a gray color region and appears to be
strongly governed by the plastic relaxation process.
2. Occurrence of plastic relaxation within
full-pyramid-shaped islands

In order to investigate whether the dislocation nucleation
occurs before or after the final shape transition toward the
NW morphology, theoretical aspects are presented here concerning the occurrence of plastic relaxation in heterostructures. Two theoretical works based on the physical model
given by Matthews and Blakeslee43 are considered to elucidate whether the dislocation nucleation occurs within full
pyramids or within NWs.
The model of Matthews and Blakeslee43 is designed for
the case of epitaxial planar layers and considers the energy

balance in equilibrium between the stored elastic strain energy, which increases with film thickness, and the energy
cost to nucleate one misfit dislocation. Beyond a critical film
thickness, it is predicted that the elastic strain energy reaches
a threshold, from which the formation of one misfit dislocation is energetically favorable: the predicted critical thickness is in relatively good agreement with experimental results for many material systems although kinetic limitations
are also expected to play a direct role.
Several theoretical approaches describe the critical sizes
required to induce plastic relaxation in epitaxial heterostructures instead of elastic relaxation from their lateral
surfaces.28,29,44 Recently, Tillmann and Förster28 adapted the
approach given by Matthews and Blakeslee to the case of
epitaxial 3D islands with a wide variety of distinct geometries. By balancing the strain energy gain related to the plastic relaxation process and the energy associated with the
strain field of the misfit dislocation, the critical radius r0,c for
full pyramids with the height h and the radius r0 is given as
a function of the aspect ratio p = h / r0 by the implicitly defined relation,28

r0,c =

冦

冋

b2ef f
2
sin2 
⫻
+ cos2  +
bef f · 0
8共1 + GaN兲
1 − GaN

冤冢

⫻ ln

冋

冉 冑 冊

r0,c冑p 1 −

⫻ ⌫共,V兲

兩bជ 兩

1−

2
16

冣冥
册冧

册

+1

1 − GaN AlN兩bជ 兩2
1 + GaN AlN + GaN

共1兲

in which GaN and AlN are the respective shear moduli of
GaN and AlN, GaN is the Poisson’s ratio of GaN, 0 is the
lattice mismatch between GaN and AlN, b is the Burgers
vector of the misfit dislocation and bef f its edge component,
 is the angle between the dislocation line and the Burgers
vector. ⌫共 , V兲 represents a geometric factor depending on
the length of the misfit dislocation  and of the island volume V: ⌫共 , V兲 = r2 / 共4V兲 = 3 / 共8 p兲 for full pyramids. The
experimental data of the typical size for full pyramids are
gathered in Fig. 4共b兲 and superimposed to the border region
delimiting the elastic- and plastic-relaxation-driven regions,
as predicted by Tillmann and Förster in Eq. 共1兲. The border
region between the dashed and solid lines is broad and takes
into account the uncertainty of the mechanical constants used
for GaN.45,46 It is clearly shown that the approach given by
Tillmann and Förster is in very good agreement with the
experimental data: the critical radius r0,c to nucleate one misfit dislocation in GaN islands deposited on the AlN buffer
layer is found to be around 13–14 nm from experimental
results and around 11.5–13 nm from Eq. 共1兲 for the full pyramid morphology.
More recently, Glas29 adapted the approach given by Matthews and Blakeslee to the case of epitaxial cylindricalshaped NWs. Very good agreement with experimental results
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in the InAs, InP, GaAs/Si material systems have been
reported.47 By determining the excess energy of one dislocated NW with respect to the similar dislocation-free NW, a
critical radius r0,c is obtained by the following relation:29

冉

冊

冉

共1 − GaN cos2 兲b2
2r0,c
2 4b2ef f 4bef f 0r0,c
−
+
1 + ln
2
A 

2共1 + GaN兲
b

冊

共2兲

=0

in which A is a numerical constant weakly dependent upon
the Poisson’s ratio, which equals 27.3⫾ 0.55 for  = 1 / 3. In
contrast to the approach given by Tillmann and Förster, the
Glas approach is not in agreement with the experimental
data, since a critical radius r0,c of about 32–36 nm to nucleate one misfit dislocation is deduced from Eq. 共2兲 for the NW
morphology. We note further that such a critical radius is
larger for the NW morphology than for the full pyramid geometry, showing the high efficiency of NWs to elastically
relieve the lattice-mismatch-induced strain from their lateral
surfaces.
As a consequence, one can deduce that the agreement of
experimental data with the approach given by Tillmann and
Förster, and not with the Glas approach provides the strong
evidence that the plastic relaxation process, namely, the
nucleation of the misfit dislocation, occurs within full pyramids and not within NWs. In other words, the plastic relaxation process takes place before the island shape changes
toward the NW morphology. The shape transition does occur
from dislocated full pyramids to dislocated NWs as growth
proceeds. It is further remarkable that the initial radius of the
very first NWs directly corresponds to the critical radius required to nucleate the misfit dislocation within full
pyramids.
3. Specific mechanisms of plastic relaxation

On the one hand, a full pyramid with one misfit dislocation is represented in Fig. 5. The dislocation is located very
close to the island edges, as revealed by the inset of Fig. 5.
Such a spatial position suggests that the misfit dislocation
nucleates at the island edges where the strain concentration is
maximal, as theoretically predicted and experimentally observed in the InxGa1−xAs/ GaAs material system, for
instance.44,48,49 The misfit dislocation is of mixed type with a
Burgers vector of 共1 / 3兲具112̄0典 and retains a dominant edge
component.
On the other hand, the misfit dislocation within the NW is
located close to its center but not completely in its center, as
revealed in Fig. 6. Marzegalli et al.50 evidenced that the relative energy gain in domed- and barn-shaped island in the
SiGe/silicon material system is at its maximum when the
dislocation is located close to the center at a distance of 0.3
times its diameter. The misfit dislocation within the NW may
thus be located where its efficiency is maximal for the overall strain relaxation. Indeed, the SAED pattern of the dislocated NW in the inset of Fig. 6 reveals that the NW is completely relaxed: from a line scan along the 具11̄00典 direction,
an in-plane lattice parameter of 3.19⫾ 0.01 Å is found, indicating that one misfit dislocation is sufficient to entirely
relieve the lattice-mismatch-induced strain.

FIG. 5. HRTEM image of a dislocated full-pyramid-shaped island collected on a sample grown during 12 min. The misfit dislocation is located within the white circle, which is close to the island
edges. The inset reveals a Fourier-filtered enhancement showing
only the 兵11̄00其 lattice planes. The dislocation is mixed with a Burgers vector of 共1 / 3兲具112̄0典 and retains a dominant edge component.
Note that the full-pyramid-shaped island exhibits one top facet due
to its cut during the TEM sample preparation.

As the radii of dislocated full pyramids and dislocated
NWs are similar, one can infer that the motion of the misfit
dislocation within full pyramids accounts for its spatial position change observed inside the two distinct morphologies.
We point out that there exists an out-of-plane stress component within full pyramids due to their 3D geometry, which
can act as a driving force for the motion of the misfit dislocation on the basal plane from their edges toward their center. This out-of-plane stress component is due to the fact that
the misfit dislocation cannot completely relieve the latticemismatch-induced strain when located at the edges of full
pyramids. The misfit dislocation thus moves from the edges
of full pyramids toward their center so as to favor complete
strain relaxation, as depicted by the schematic in Fig. 7: once
the misfit dislocation reaches the center, a shape transition
toward the NW morphology takes place.

FIG. 6. HRTEM image of a dislocated NW collected on a
sample grown during 15 min. The misfit dislocation is located
within the white circle, which is close to the center of the NW. The
inset reveals a Fourier-filtered enhancement showing only the
兵11̄00其 lattice planes. The dislocation is again mixed with a Burgers
vector of 共1 / 3兲具112̄0典 and retains a dominant edge component. A
SAED pattern of the dislocated NW also reveals that the NW is
completely relaxed.
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FIG. 7. 共Color online兲 Schematic of the physical mechanisms at
work during the final shape transition from full pyramids toward the
very first NWs. The cross icon represents the misfit dislocation,
which moves from the edges toward the center of full pyramids in
order to ensure a complete relaxation of the lattice-mismatchinduced strain.

As a consequence, our experimental observations suggest
that the nucleation of at least one misfit dislocation is essential for the self-induced formation of epitaxial GaN NWs,
although it occurs within full pyramids. Such a nucleation of
the misfit dislocation favors the subsequent shape transition
from dislocated full pyramids to dislocated NWs by entirely
relieving the lattice-mismatch-induced strain. In the following, we discuss the role of plastic relaxation process on the
driving force for this final shape transition through thermodynamic considerations. We also draw some direct relationships between these thermodynamics aspects and the specific
conditions used for the self-induced growth of GaN NWs.
IV. DISCUSSION

Several theoretical approaches are based on thermodynamics considerations to account for the shape transitions
occurring during the QD growth, in the silicon/germanium
material system, for instance.35,38,39,51 These approaches
mainly state that the preferential island shape is given by the
minimization of its total free energy per unit volume. In
other words, the strong variation in the total free energy for
two distinct morphologies can induce a significant driving
force resulting in a shape transition: it is expected that, for a
given volume, the total free energy is significantly smaller
for dislocated NWs than for dislocated full pyramids. Several
types of distinct energies contribute to such a driving
force:51,52 the shape transitions are mainly driven by the interplay between the stored elastic strain energy and the total
interface and surface energy of all the facets composing the
dislocated full pyramids and the dislocated NWs, respectively. The elastic strain energy can originate from the strain
induced by the lattice mismatch and the strain induced by
surface stress, which is here neglected due to the large size of
full pyramids. Yet, once the misfit dislocation reaches the
center of full pyramids, the lattice-mismatch-induced strain
is completely relieved so that only the edge contribution may
be involved in the elastic strain energy. A local strain related
to the discontinuity of the intrinsic surface stress tensor at
island edges can be important, as discussed by Shchukin et
al.52 Nevertheless, the ratio of the typical dimensions of
edges over the radius of full pyramids is relatively low so
that edge effects could only play a minor role in the driving

force of the final shape transition. A similar argument can
also be mentioned concerning the edge energy. In addition,
given that the final shape transition occurs between dislocated full pyramids and dislocated NWs with similar radii,
the interface area does not change significantly between the
two different morphologies: this statement indicates that the
increase in the interface area costs a very large energy, which
prevents in turn the interface from spreading itself. One can
thus exclude that the interface energy contributes to the driving force of the final shape transition since the interface area
remains constant for both dislocated full pyramids and dislocated NWs.
Consequently, only the surface energy can play a major
role in such a shape transition: indeed, full pyramids and
NWs present different types of facets. Yet, the value of the
surface energy depends on the crystallographic orientation of
the involved facets.53 It is well established that the closepacked planes, namely, the 兵0001其 planes in the wurtzite
structure, generally retain a very low surface energy. The
surface energies of 兵0001其 and 兵11̄00其 planes are thus relatively small with respect to the surface energy of 兵11̄03其
facets, which is expected to be higher.53,54 Nevertheless, no
value for the surface energy of 兵11̄03其 facets is mentioned in
the literature. One can however maintain that, once the
lattice-mismatch-induced strain vanishes, the driving force
for the final shape transition is governed by the anisotropy of
surface energy and by edge effects, as the respective major
and minor contributions. Simple thermodynamic considerations can therefore account for the preferential growth of
NWs starting from dislocated full pyramids, which are completely relaxed.
Some growth considerations in the MBE chamber could
also favor the final shape transition since gallium and nitrogen atoms are supplied in such a way that it may easily
arrange into a new island shape, in correlation with geometric effects, for instance.27 Varying the growth temperature or
the V/III ratio can directly change the time scale and even
the nature of the physical mechanisms involved; this can also
be the case when increasing the lattice mismatch: such a
growth could induce a shorter time scale for all the nucleation process described here, limiting, for instance, the nature and the number of the shapes involved. It could also
result in a plastic relaxation process involving a larger number of misfit dislocations and occurring at smaller critical
sizes. However, it is expected that the nucleation processes
for the self-induced growth of epitaxial GaN NWs on highly
lattice-mismatched substrates is similar as regards the general aspects discussed here. In other words, the specific
growth conditions for GaN NWs play a critical role. A high
V/III ratio is required and often combined with a high
growth temperature.13–16 As the surface energy of a given
plane highly depends on its orientation and on the surface
reconstruction at work, the control of the V/III ratio is
crucial.55 Indeed, the anisotropy of surface energy as the
main driving force could be efficient enough to favor the
NW formation and growth in an appropriate range of V/III
ratio: in other words, the modulation of surface energy for
兵0001其, 兵11̄00其, and 兵11̄03其 facets may induce the final shape
transition toward the NW morphology only if highly
nitrogen-rich conditions are strictly used.
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NUCLEATION MECHANISMS OF EPITAXIAL GaN…
V. CONCLUSION

We have investigated the nucleation mechanisms during
the self-induced growth of epitaxial GaN NWs by combining
in situ RHEED measurements and ex situ HRTEM imaging:
it is found that GaN nucleates coherently strained on the AlN
buffer layer as spherical-cap-shaped islands before a complete continuous 2D wetting layer has been formed. No sign
for the presence of a GaN wetting layer is observed from
HRTEM images. Several consecutive shape transitions from
spherical caps through truncated- to full-pyramid-shaped islands have been observed and identified at the onset of the
nucleation process: such islands can thus reduce their total
free energy per unit volume by elastically relieving the
lattice-mismatch-induced strain with the newly formed facets. Beyond critical sizes, the plastic relaxation process occurs through the nucleation of one misfit dislocation at the
island edges of full pyramids. The experimental critical radius is in very good agreement with the theoretical critical
radius for the formation of one misfit dislocation in full pyramids, as given by the approach of Tillmann and Förster,28 but
smaller than the theoretical critical radius predicted in
cylindrical-shaped NWs, as given by the approach of Glas.29
Once the misfit dislocation reaches the spatial position where
it most efficiently relieves the lattice-mismatch-induced
strain within full pyramids, namely, close to their center, the
final shape transition to the very first GaN NWs takes place.
We have associated such a shape transition from dislocated
full pyramids toward dislocated NWs with the complete re-
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